COURSE OBJECTIVES
By the conclusion of this course, the participant will be able to:

• demonstrate understanding of the complexities of medical history and its lasting impact

• demonstrate knowledge of the complexity of pediatric feeding disorders and the need for a variety of treatment environments (hospital, clinic, or home-based);

• understand the importance of the primary team approach to treatment in home, school, and clinic.

• understand the importance of medical, nutrition, behavioral, sensory, and oral-motor evaluation of feeding will be presented medically complex DVD case studies for audience review, participation, and panel discussion.

• understand the importance of behavioral and sensorimotor evaluation in treatment of children with feeding aversion.

• understand the importance of family involvement in the treatment of feeding aversion.

• recognize the importance of nutrition evaluation and treatment case studies, treatment Cox guidelines, and guide to evaluation of feeding disorders.

• recognize the importance of psychosocial assessment and intervention strategies, positioning, breast care, pumping programs, and feeding transition strategies, transitioning to partial oral feeds, case studies – complex feeding disorders, food allergies, and guide to evaluation of feeding disorders.
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